
CONFERENCEATAGLANCE

DAY1
Bodily Autonomy, Choice, and
Rights: ending violence in
multiple forms
A rallying cry for participants to imagine a
different kind of world with sessions focused
on violations to the bodily autonomy of girls and
women on the continent, and lifting up grassroots-led
strategies to push back and reimagine normative practices.

Over3powerfuldaysand 40+
sessions, engage with globally
renowned speakers, leading
dignitaries, urgent conversations,
key encounters with feminist
movement activists and survivor-led
dialogues. With workshops, drop-ins
and wellness activities, networking,
coalition building, and performance,
this is a week of collective action.



PLENARY AND PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

SESSION CHOICES
Bodily autonomy, reproductive justice and violence against women and girls
EXPERT PANEL

Safe Abortion on the Continent – The revolutionary steps being taken on
the Continent, with lessons models and achievements, from Fos Feminista
and partners
STRATEGY SESSION

A Legacy of Loss: Colonial history of violence – current policy debates that
continue to be informed by a shameful past, and the violence of that history
IN CONVERSATION

Our Bodies, Our Choice – Youth Led Strategies on bodily autonomy and rights
LET’S TALK

Supporting Young Activists Through Transnational Campaign Design
ADULT ALLIESWORKSHOP

Towards a new normal: Transformative practice in shifting beliefs and behaviours
about violence on the continent and beyond
EXPERT PANEL

Ending FGM on the Continent – Grassroots organisations in Sierra Leone and
across the continent, from the Irish Embassy and partners
STRATEGY SESSION

On the Front Line – the reality of wartime sexual violence on the ground and how
we protect women and girls during times of conflict
IN CONVERSATION

Personal Stories from the Survivors of Gendered Violence, with the Survivors
Solidarity Fund and partners
GIVING TESTIMONY

Intergenerational Dialogue on Sex, Pleasure, and Shame
LET’S TALK

CLOSING KEYNOTE AND PANEL DISCUSSION
The Sex Lives of African Women
Feminist visions for a future of safety, dignity and freedom for all girls and women



DAY2
Naming Our Stories and
Demanding Our Rights
Through survivor-centred strategies for
accessing justice, transforming systems and
services, the day focuses on an epidemic
of violence through the eyes of survivors, the
partners who are demanding justice, and the
power of youth activism to transform the world as we know it.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND PANEL DISCUSSION
MeToo in a Transnational Perspective
Sexual Violence as a State of Emergency – Perspectives from Sierra Leone

SESSION CHOICES
Access to Justice, Human Rights and Accountability Mechanisms on the Continent
EXPERT PANEL

Child Marriage as Sexual Violence – Perspectives from Girls First Fund
and partners
STRATEGY SESSION

Justice at the Intersections: Dialogue between Disability Rights Activists
IN CONVERSATION

Youth Activists on Survivorship and Solidarity
LET’S TALK

Access to Resources: Re-imagining Funding Practice with Donors and Girls
EXPERT PANEL

The Global Gag Rule – How the Continent has been affected and how
governments can fund their own Sexual Reproductive Health needs, with Fos
Feminista and partners
STRATEGY SESSION

Education for all Girls: Perspectives on CSE, GBV and pregnant Girls’ Education
STRATEGY SESSION



Access to technology as a route to end Sexual and Gender Based Violence
STRATEGY SESSION

CLOSING KEYNOTE AND PANEL DISCUSSION
Genealogies of Survivorship
Youth Power and how young activists are demanding access to reproductive justice

DAY3
Looking Ahead: Shared Visions
and Collective Accountability
The final day focuses the urgent conversation
on accountability and what it means to centre
movements for justice and an end to violence.
Through powerful strategies and tactics that
model safety, dignity and bodily autonomy for all girls and all women
everywhere, it offers a powerful reminder that the world we imagine
should be made possible.

PLENARY AND KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Partnerships to End Violence
Movements Centering Social as the Solution: perspectives and commitments from
UN Agencies, International NGOs, and Bi-lateral donors
PANEL DISCUSSION

SESSION CHOICES
Breakthrough Moments: Resourcing that powers civil society efforts to end violence
EXPERT PANEL

Remaking the World With and For Girls – how a grassroots movement for change
is growing in Sierra Leone, with Purposeful and partners
STRATEGY SESSION

Strategising with our Hearts – how to work from a place of love, keeping sight of
motivations, and why this leads to best practice and meaningful change
IN CONVERSATION



Bringing up boys – Are we giving boys the tools they need to contribute to a
gender-equal world and resist sexual violence?
IN CONVERSATION

Sex after sexual assault – exploring the role of pleasure in the healing journey
and how we can integrate pleasure in everyday life, for more empowerment,
freedom and growth
WORKSHOP

Burn-out, Healing and Wellness – holding accountability to ourselves, and
identifying signs of burnout to get you back on the road to healing, physical and
emotional strength
IN CONVERSATION

Network and meet the young activists transforming the world
LET’S TALK

CLOSING PLENARY AND KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Learnings, Commitments and Youth Manifesto
Towards a shared vision for our collective action

ALLDAYEVERYDAY
Wellness Space•
Food Court•
Discover Zone and Youth Zone – spoken word,•
self-care, creative writing, zine making
Marketplace – Girls’ Collectives and the best of•
Sierra Leone
Stories of Girls’ Resistance Exhibition•
Black Girl Play Exhibition – international art•
exchange
On-site therapists•

EVENINGS
Performances and music from activists from round the world•
Film screenings•
Poetry Hours•
Sister Circles•
Feminist Book Club•




